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Grizzly bear shifter, Cole Richardson, has been a ladies' man since the first time he flashed his dimples at his
babysitter. Bringing home girls and showing them the night of their lives has always been easy for him, but
what hasn't been easy is keeping them around past lunch time.

Curvy chef, Jennifer Brady, just got a new job at the Wilde Ranch Inn and her new boss Cole is helping her
heat up the kitchen. Even when the ovens are off.

Jennifer is determined to keep the relationship professional but the sexy bear shifter with the nice eyes and
filthy mouth has other ideas. Will the heat between these two turn to ice when Jennifer finds out the real
reason why Cole hired her?
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From Reader Review The Wilde Crew: Cole for online ebook

Petula says

The Wilde Crew are a very undisciplined group of shifters, they are just coming together under their new
alpha. Cole is a grizzly bear and a player. Always chasing and catching any woman he wants. The Wilde
ranch is going to be opening soon as an inn. They are busy looking for staff.
Jennifer is a chef. She has trained in France, but getting her dream job with a famous French chef is not easy.
Making a place for herself at the new Inn could be just the job.
This story is fun all the way. Our hero learns that the past can kick you just when you don't need it. Our
heroine has to decide which dream to follow. Only a short book but great fun.

Susan Burgess-Ryan says

OMG!!!!! WHAT A WILDE RIDE!!! 1000 STARS!!!!!

Kim Fox knows how to write a paranormal romance with a serious story line and yet make you laugh till you
almost pee your pants. I didn’t think she could get any better than she did with the twins from The Clawed
Squad, but OMG she did it. I laughed, cried, laughed, and laughed some more. This book is hilarious and yet
very good. It has woman crazed grizzly shifter, a new curvy chef, a nutty female Alpha, and a whole lot of
laughter. What more could you want in a good book? Oh…. maybe some fire in the kitchen????????????? It
can be read a standalone, but I think you should read the first one to full fill the fantasy. You do not want to
miss this book.

Cole Richardson is a Grizzly bear shifter who has gone from one woman to the next, and sometimes two in
one night. All he has to do is show his dimples and the women are putty in his hands. Getting the woman
was the easy part for him, just keeping them around for more than a one night stand was the hard part. He
enjoyed his sex life and he wasn’t looking for a mate. That is until his Alpha Joan asks him to help get his
crew mate Ashton laid since he hasn’t had a woman in over 2 years. Well Cole is all for helping Ashton
since they were very close. All that changes when the first interview comes in for the position of chef to the
new Bed and Breakfast that they are starting up. Once he sets eyes on her all bets are off and he sets out to
win her for himself.
Jennifer Brady had tried being a lawyer but she just wasn’t happy. Her real passion in life was to be a
renowned chef. She got a job at the Wilde ranch has the chef to their Bed and Breakfast and her boss Cole is
helping her in the kitchen and things start to heat up between the two of them and it is the heat from ovens.
She really wants to keep thing professional between her and Cole, but Coles dimples and filthy mouth just
won’t let her be professional. Will Jennifer keep the heat going between her and Cole when she finds out the
real reason she was hired? What will happen when she finds out that her sexy new boss is a Grizzly bear
shifter? Oh yea…. you got to read this find out for yourself.

No Spoilers. Advanced Reader Copy read voluntarily with lots of laughter and tears!!!!

Cheri says



Cole, the playboy of the crew was assigned to find a girl to get his best friend, Ashton, over his dry spell.
The newly hired chef for their Bed And Breakfast was perfect—for him. How was he supposed to give her to
his friend and if he didn't how was he supposed to explain it to their alpha?

She wasn't just another girl. He'd never felt this way before. Now he had to deal with his feelings, his
friend's, alpha's, and her's if she ever found out what a player he'd been.

This is another fun romp with the shifter clans finding their mates and settling in, on, or around the Vega
Ranch.
I voluntarily reviewed this advanced reader copy and I have not been compensated in any way.

Courtney says

The Wilde crew just keeps getting better! When the Wilde crew decide to turn their barn into a bed and
breakfast they know they will have to hire people to help out, including a chef. When the crew learns one of
their own has been solo for 2 years they take matters into their paws to help Ashton get laid. When they get
the idea to put Cole in charge of finding a woman for Ashton because he is usually swimming in women.
Joan also decides to use the interviews to help find a girl for Ashton. Jennifer left the corporate world behind
to pursue her true love, cooking, and goes to Montana to hopefully get her dream job. When she winds up on
the Wilde ranch she falls in love with the place, the opportunity to create her own menu and an attraction to
Cole she wasn't expecting. With the best of intentions thrown out the window the second he sees Jennifer
Cole will do whatever it takes to keep her and hopefully not loose the man he considers a brother in the
process, oh and hopefully not tick off his alpha Joan too. Kim Fox outdoes herself every time she comes out
with a new shifter book and I am never disappointed when i get done reading one, other than I have to wait
for the next one. I voluntarily reviewed an Advanced Reader Copy of this book.

Christina Bowling says

This was an interesting story and I overall enjoyed it. I really liked Cole and Jennifer, and thought that they
were perfect mates for each other. The only thing I didn't like was where there was the 'triangle' of her
supposed to be set up with Asher instead. I'm not a fan of 'love triangles' unless it's a menage where she ends
up with both of them. Beyond that though, the book was good, and I'm looking forward to the next one. I
was gifted a copy.

Opinionated and Brutally Honest Reviews says

It just gets worse... They are all idiots but Joan can make an idiot look like a genius. The author has did this
before with the woman dispatcher and it was very uncalled for, not to mention unrealistic. Why would you
make your previous heroine look awful just to make your current heroine look better? There was already a
cliche ditzy pair of twins to fill your quota.
What they did sounds highly illegal. I don’t see how Jennifer was just okay with everything after an hour.
Even with all of the suspended belief this was pushing it. It is one thing to have shifters and paranormal but
to deviate so far from normal human behavior isn’t relatable or appealing.
The book starts with Cole in bed with twins...yeah not a great first impression of the hero. He never redeems



himself in my eyes either because we learn nothing personal about him to make us care. He had it very easy
with Jeniffer and I wish she would have actually made him work for it instead of just jumping into bed(or
kitchen). Also, how could she almost set her kitchen on fire??? No dedicated Chef would risk that.
Two quotes that rubbed me the wrong way...
“Jennifer was a self-proclaimed feminist and a strong independent woman, but she still thought that it was a
woman’s job to feed her man.”
She thought it was a woman’s job to feed her man...why was it worded that way? Why not just say she liked
to cook for people including her man and leave it at that.
“It was my dream. Until I met you.” Dreams don’t have to change just because you fall in love. It is possible
to have both.

Rochelle says

*I voluntarily reviewed an Advance Reader Copy of this book*

THE WILDE CREW: COLE

Again we meet the Wilde Crew, and their wild antics. Cole and Jennifer's story is sweet and funny, and they
are both such lovable characters. I loved their connection and chemistry, they were so endearing and just so
easy to love. The storyline was exciting and entertaining, really enjoyable. It's a fast paced read, that doesn't
feel rushed and flows smoothly. I do feel for some of the other characters in the book, and hope to read their
stories soon. Overall this was a really enjoyable and entertaining read.

Lynn says

The player meets his match.

This is the second book in the Shifters of the Wilde Ranch. This is Cole and Jennifer's story. Cole is a grizzly
shifter and player. Jennifer is human and she has been hired as the chef for the inn on the Wilde Ranch.
What happens when your first crew mission is to help your friend get a girl? Will Cole give up the girl for
his friend? Will all go smoothly or will Cole's past come home to roost? This was a cute story and I give it 5
stars. I am looking forward to the next story in the series.

Keoki Ki`Ili says

Hot chef

The player is caught by surprise when he hires a very talented chef for their new restaurant. She is caught of
guard with her attraction towards Cole. His past gets in her face leaving them both with life changing
decisions. This one is hot on many levels.



Ana says

OMG was this a hillarious one!

Grizzly Cole is the player of the crew, he's quite the charmer and always has a gal in his bed, or 2. The first
mission as set by Alpha Joan is to get Ashton who hasn't had sex in 2 years, weigh laid...LoL Joan and Cole
figure that with all the interviews they have coming for the position of cook at the new Wilde Crew Ranch
Inn they are opening in a few weeks, they are bound to come across one that will fit the bill. Problem is that
the first girl to arrive for the interview is perfect for the position, but Cole is dumb struck when he lays eyes
on Jennifer. And that's when the fun starts, as Cole is showing her around her new place of employment, the
pots and pans start flying all over the place. Plus he has to dodge Ashton and Joan at every turn.

This story had me literally LMAO! I can't wait to read Ashton, Rory not to mention Gunner's story. I love
these guys, they are a hoot. If you want to really enjoy yourself and laugh, you have to read The Wilde Crew
stories.

Victoria says

With the new B & B getting ready to open, The Wilde Crew need new staff to help with the work. Enter their
new cook Jennifer who has Cole hooked before she even sat for her interview! Well developed characters
that you can't help but fall in love with, this short story will keep you engaged right to the end! I can't wait to
read more of this series!! I received a free copy of this book and voluntarily chose to review it.

L M says

Enjoyable bit of farce and humour.
Never happy when a book starts out with the hero in bed with another woman, in this case it is two woman,
twins to be exact.
Jennifer is a cook looking for a job and gets offered the position at the ranch’s new Inn for a trial period.
The crew have decided that Ashton needs to get a woman and have sex, Cole being the player is put in
charge of getting him a woman.
Enter Jennifer, except she doesn’t know about the plan and is drawn to Cole who is equally drawn to her.
Cole being a player comes back to bite him on the butt which I found immensely funny but when Jennifer
finds out about the deal with Ashton she leaves the ranch just as Cole realises she is his mate.

Lynn Vincent says

This is the second book in the Shifters of the Wilde Ranch. This is Cole and Jennifer's story. Cole is a grizzly
shifter and player. Jennifer is human and she has been hired as the chef for the inn on the Wilde Ranch.
What happens when your first crew mission is to help your friend get a girl? Will Cole give up the girl for
his friend? Will all go smoothly or will Cole's past come home to roost? This was a cute story and I give it 5
stars. I am looking forward to the next story in the series.



Karen says

This is the second book in the shifters of wold ranch.
Don't let that turn you away from it because each one
has it's own ending.
Cole was told to try to get Ashton some action because he
was going through a dry spell he has not been with a female
for two years.
When Jennifer tuen up on the ranch to see if she could become
the chief Cole had his own ideas about Jennifer and that
did not involved him trying to hook her up with Ashton.
I voluntarily reviewed an advance reader copy of this book.

Maria says

Cole and Jennifer's story was very good! A kitchen has never been hotter! This is book two in The Wilde
Crew series. I look forward to the rest of the stories from the other members from this crew. I received this as
a gift and really enjoyed it.


